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ABOUT THE FUND
Proxy Renewable Long / Short Energy is an actively managed AIF fund that invests globally in public

equities related to the Energy Transition Theme. The fund utilizes both long and short positions and

invests in the renewable energy and energy tech sector.

The investment strategy is based on a combination of top down thematic and bottom up fundamental

value-oriented approach.

RETURN HISTORY
SEK A SHARE CLASS, NET OF FEES

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2020 2.37% 2.37%

2019 14.31% 5.35% -0.73% 6.93% -3.62% 5.79% 2.41% 1.82% -0.03% -2.07% 1.97% 7.50% 45.86%

2018 -7.40% -7.40%

COMMENT BY THE PORTFOLIO MANAGER 

Stock markets had a strong start during the beginning of the year as a result of the long-awaited trade 
agreement, also known as the Phase 1 deal, between the US and China. No tariffs were pulled back, but 
the agreement stipulates no further tariff hikes and substantial Chinese purchases of US goods. The 
market was relieved by the fact that the uncertainty factor was diminished and given the strong Chinese 
Yuan, which is supportive of Chinese imports and world trade, the stock market continued the positive 
trend which started in Q4 last year. However, it was unexpectedly disrupted by the news that a new 
virus, the Corona virus, had a breakout in Wuhan, China, and was spreading fast. World health 
organizations were talking about the risk of a pandemic and markets had a new element of uncertainty 
and dropped as a result. 

Markets in general

Performance Figures

Return since inception 38.27%

Return p.a. 32.02%

Volatility* 14.70%

Sharpe 2.18

Max drawdown -7.40%

Risk Figures

VaR (1-day, 95%) 1.37%

Net exposure 90%

Gross exposure 148%

Longest single stock 8.40%

Shortest single stock -4.07%

Data as of 31 January 2020, Proxy P for SEK A share class *Based on estimated daily figures. 
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Last year, Germany was the first European country introducing a plan on how to fight greenhouse 
emissions and be carbon neutral. It was an ambitious and well received plan which many believed could 
be a blueprint for the rest of Europe. In December, the European Commission presented “The European 
Green Deal”, a policy roadmap aimed at making climate policy the new growth strategy for the European 
Union and making the continent climate neutral by 2050. The plan covers all sectors of the economy, 
notably transport, energy, agriculture, buildings, and industries such as steel, cement, information and 
communications technology (ICT), textiles and chemicals. The European Commission aims to boost 
energy efficiency (including by doubling or even tripling the renovation rate of buildings), to interconnect 
energy systems, to better integrate renewables to the grids, to decarbonize the gas sector and to 
develop the full potential of European offshore wind. 
The plan requires investments and the European Commission will present an Investment Plan in early 
2020. It estimates that achieving the current 2030 climate and energy targets would require €260bn per 
year of additional investment, representing about 1.5% of GDP. It also plans to dedicate at least 25% of 
the EU's long-term budget to climate action. 

The European regulator has also opened the door to a new evaluation method for vehicle CO2 emissions 
which will have wide implications for the auto industry and taxes. The new method broadens the review 
of a vehicle´s environmental impact from current TtW (Tank to Wheel), where ICE (Internal Combustion 
Engine) cars are being punished relative to electric vehicles (EVs), to WtW where the production of fuel is 
included. The new method would punish EV´s running on coal fired power instead of renewable 
electricity. But it is also a burden for ICE cars since oil extraction and refining it into fuel and transports 
are a large source of emissions. The purpose is clearly not to hold back the development of EV´s and at 
the same time support renewable energy sources.     
Germany has one of the most ambitious green agendas in the world with a target of phasing out coal by 
2038. The energy sector, led by coal plants, emits about a third of all carbon emissions. Germany has 
targeted a share of 65% for clean power in the energy mix by 2030, compared with 43% by the end of 
last year. Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cabinet approved legislation that sets out the timetable to close 
more than 100 coal power plants across Germany, cementing the essence of a program to make Europe’s 
biggest economy greener. The bill foresees €50.8bn of compensation for regions and companies that rely 
on coal. 

We welcome the fact that Europe has turned out to be the global champion in fighting emissions and 
believe that there will be interesting investment opportunities consequently. 
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Transition in energy markets
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OTHER INFORMATON

Fund Facts

Portfolio Manager Jonas Dahlqvist

Inception 14 December 2018 

Liquidity Monthly

Management Fee 0.75% p.a

Performance Fee 20%

Hurdle Rate 5% p.a.

Lock in None

Fund Facts

Depository SEB S.A 

Administrator European Fund 
Administration S.A

Auditor Deloitte Audit 

Fund Jurisdiction Luxembourg

Fund Company Proxy P SICAV-SIF 

Investment Manager Proxy P Management AB

Contact 

Proxy P Management AB Norrlandsgatan 16, 111 43 Stockholm, Sweden

www.proxypm.se info@proxypm.se
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DISCLAIMER
This is a disclaimer which contains legal and regulatory notices relevant to the information and material

contained in this presentation. The presentation is issued by Proxy P Management AB, a limited liability

company registered in Sweden, authorized as an AIFM by the Swedish Financial Services Authority

(“Proxy”). Unless otherwise specified, the presentation is strictly confidential and may contain

information, software, logos, and other materials ("Content") that are protected by copyrights,

trademarks, or other proprietary rights. No permission is granted to copy, modify, post, frame, or

distribute in any way any Content without obtaining the express permission of Proxy.

You must not use our presentation in any way which is unlawful, illegal, fraudulent or harmful. You shall

indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Proxy from and against any and all claims, liabilities, damages,

losses, or expenses, including legal fees and costs, arising out of or connected with your access to or use

of the Content. Your use of the Content and any dispute arising from or in connection with the use

thereof (whether contractual or non-contractual) is governed by and shall be construed in accordance

with the laws of Sweden and you submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Swedish courts. This

presentation does not constitute a recommendation, general solicitation, an invitation or offer to

subscribe for or purchase interests in the Funds managed by us (the “Funds”). It is prepared for

informational purposes only. Based upon generally available information believed to be reliable but no

representation is made that it is accurate or complete or that any returns indicated will be achieved.

Changes to assumptions may have a material impact on returns. Price/availability is subject to change

without notice. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the

accuracy or completeness of the Content and nothing contained herein shall be relied upon as a promise

or representation whether as to past or future performance. The Content may be subject to change

without notice. The Content may not be suitable for all investors and is directed solely to persons who

are investment professionals and any other persons to whom such communication may be made in

accordance with the relevant provisions of the EU Directive 2011/61/EU (AIFM Directive). The

Information must not be acted, or relied, upon by any other persons. Your use of the Content is entirely

at your own risk, for which we shall not be liable. In particular, the Content is not intended as marketing

of the Funds in any member state of the European Economic Area for the purposes of the AIFM Directive.

Potential investors should read the terms and conditions contained in the Funds’ information

memorandum and issuing document, including the risk factors, carefully before any investment decision

is made AN INVESTMENT IN PROXY MANAGED FUNDS ARE SPECULATIVE AND INVOLVE A HIGH DEGREE

OF RISK.

The Content is not intended to constitute, and should not be construed as, investment advice. If you

require additional information, you should contact appropriate Proxy personnel.

The Content is not intended for distribution in the United States or for the account of U.S. persons (as

defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"))

except to persons who are "qualified purchasers" (as defined in the United States Investment Company

Act of 1940, as amended (the "Company Act")) and "accredited investors" (as defined in Rule 501(a)

under the Securities Act). Proxy is not registered with the United States Securities and Exchange

Commission as an investment adviser. The Funds is not registered under the Securities Act or the

securities laws of any of the states of the United States and interests therein may not be offered, sold or

delivered directly or indirectly into the United States, or to or for the account or benefit of any US

person, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration

requirements of such securities laws. The securities will be subject to restrictions on transferability and

resale.

This is not a legal document and only for information, for full details se Proxy P SICAV prospectus which

can be requested by Proxy P Management AB or Fund administrator European Fund Administration.


